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Your word is a lamp to my feet
and a light to my path.
Psalm 119:105
Like good stewards of the manifold grace
of God, serve one another with whatever gift
each of you has received.
1 Peter 4:10
Harvest Market, September 2021

Like many other organizations, the United Church of Underhill has moved forward into new territory over
the last year and a half. We have made, changed, and adapted plans more times than we can count. And yet
in the midst of both weariness and wondering, God has held up the light to our meandering paths, revealing
good gifts and a spirit of service that continue to guide and inspire. Here are just a few glimmers of the light
as we see it in the fall of 2021:
One cold wintry night back in February, a pipe burst in the church basement and the entire lower level was
flooded. It was a mess! But, that mess became an opportunity. Once the flood waters were mopped up, the
Trustees came up with a plan. The church was cleaned, walls and floors were repaired and everything was
repainted. We took that mess and turned it into a welcoming space for church and community. The kitchen
and classrooms have already hosted apple peelers, a Strawberry Festival, play space for the youngest among
us, and even a makeshift art museum! We can't wait to see what 2022 brings for this new/old space.
Sunday morning worship has made several transitions since this time last year. We went from Zoom to
outdoors to sanctuary with livestream, adding back an evening Zoom service this fall. We are especially
grateful to our worship team, musicians, pastor, and live stream team for their guidance through these
significant changes. While each form has its assets and limitations (and we each have our preferences!), we
have learned to connect and reach out as we worship God who has been—and will yet be—with us all along.

Outdoor Morning Chapel, June 2021

Basement art gallery, October 2021
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A sidewalk welcome as worshippers returned to the sanctuary, July 2021

We decided to hold Harvest Market after not being able to do so last year. We held our breath, prepared,
planned, worked very hard, and prayed even harder as we transformed our church building and fields into
the magic of Harvest Market once again. We didn’t know if the community would come or we would have
the help we needed to make it happen. They came, they helped, and repeatedly thanked us for being
there. It was certainly a Harvest Market to remember: perfect weather, busy venues, games, the parade,
and the food that people love—plus a vaccine clinic! But most importantly, we were able to be God’s
people, a people of faith in uncertainty.
We continue to live with much uncertainty, and so we send this year's request for pledges with deep care
and thanksgiving. We are overwhelmed with gratitude for the ways this congregation has stepped up and
served in creative and consistent ways. Financial stewardship is one important place where we reflect
upon and share our gratitude, and we encourage you to prayerfully consider making a pledge for 2022.
We also celebrate and thank our many stewards of prayer, service, love and justice. As people called to
serve one another with whatever gift we have received, we are grateful for the diversity of ministry that
continues to grow at UCU. We hope you enjoy the pictures of some memorable moments from 2020-21.
UCU Stewardship Team: Bonnie Belfield, Fran Elizarde, Liz Manz, Rev. Jen Mihok, Will Wright
Clockwise from left: Children's books are sorted in the Clutter Barn; apple pickers take a lunch break; United Methodist Bishop
Sudarshana Devadhar preaches on Sunday, Aug. 8, 2021; worshippers sing "Silent Night" during 2020's Zoom Christmas Eve
service; Middle Schoolers in the rebooted KOWS youth group help the Missions Ministry stuff backpacks with school supplies

